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Part A: 

For centuries, Europeans were drawn to Africa because of tales of immense wealth and a 

hidden Christian kingdom under Prester John. It was not until the 15th century that Europeans, 

mainly the Portuguese, developed the maritime technology to travel to Africa in search of these 

legends. In doing so, they opened up trade relations with the continent. Though the trade conditions 

began equal and relatively fair, they transitioned to favor Europeans and ultimately cripple the 

continent economically for centuries. 

The first period of trade between Europeans and Africans (1450-1650 CE) was marked by 

generally fair trade. Neither side had the economic or military resources to dominate the other. 

Despite popular belief, Europeans barely even set foot on the continent for fear of the illnesses that 

plagued outsiders. Europeans even had to pay bribes in many cases in order to trade with Africans. 

Africans offered many unique goods to Europeans, including gold, ivory, gum, and pepper. 

Europeans brought few goods of their own to trade; European textiles and iron served no practical 

purpose compared with African cloth and iron. The only markets that eventually proved profitable 

were in guns and alcohol, among other goods. This is not to say that Europeans were unwelcome in 

Africa. Some states, like Mbanza Kongo developed a close alliance with the Portuguese, such that 

many in the state adopted Christianity. The role the Portuguese played in the trade was largely as 

middlemen; they used their fast caravels to exchange goods between different African nations 

(Gilbert.) The effect of this Portuguese intervention was a decrease in emphasis on trans-Saharan 

trade, which was generally more expensive. For a time, relations were relatively peaceful and 

beneficial. 
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European desire for sugar eventually changed the dynamic of African trade. The discovery 

of the Americas gave Europeans new sources of many trade goods that had been only supplied by 

Africa, like peppers, spices, and gums. At the same time, the Caribbean islands like Haiti were 

uniquely suited to the growth of sugar cane, a very labor intensive – and profitable – trade good. 

Therefore, European demand changed to focus on slaves. Gradually, Africans lost the advantage 

they had enjoyed for centuries. At the same time, firearms had become pervasive enough on the 

continent that to abandon trade with Europeans – and lose access to firearms – could be 

catastrophic. Also, local elites enjoyed much of their status from the prestige goods, like alcohol, that 

they received from Europeans. The result of this change in dynamic was that African states largely 

began to participate in the slave trade to meet European demand. It was actually a fairly convenient 

exchange, for a time: war captives could be sold and shipped far enough away that they no longer 

posed a threat to the group selling them.  

As the slave trade grew, African states became trapped in an accelerating cycle of violence. 

States that participated in the slave trade risked being enslaved should their raids go awry. To 

prevent this, more firearms were needed, which required more slaves. This “gun-slave cycle” is not 

without controversy, but it does explain the experiences of many African states (Gilbert.) Oyo, for 

example, became so involved in the slave trade that many local industries, like textiles, began to 

whither. Dahomey, a state that tried to avoid participation in the slave trade, was so threatened by its 

militaristic neighbors (like Oyo), that it was forced to take part in the slave trade. The results in this 

shift of trade was a vast inequality between slave-trading elites and the rest of the population. 

Additionally, in a continent where manpower is at a premium, the slave-trade was devastating 

economically. 

After 1807, trade between Africans and Europeans changed significantly. Motivated by 

enlightenment thought, Protestantism, and economics, most Europeans nations outlawed the slave 
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trade. This is not to say that the slave trade stopped; enforcement by Britain was half-hearted at best. 

But the slave trade was certainly reduced in magnitude, leaving an economic vacuum. This was filled 

to some extent by “legitimate trade,” of items like oil, gum Arabic, latex, and peanuts. However, the 

effects of the slave trade remained. The elites who had profited from the slave trade could simply 

shift their resources to the production of the new goods, leading to continued inequality (Gilbert.) 

This inequality did drop, though, as new sectors of the economy slowly developed. As the industrial 

revolution increased production in Europe, goods imported into Africa became cheaper, meaning 

that trade was once again beneficial for Africans. 

The economies of many African nations had shifted substantially to focus on the slave trade, 

leaving other sectors less developed. At the same time, much of the labor force was removed. The 

long-term devastation caused by the slave trade is obvious, though hard to quantify. 


